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Abstract: Nordic companies have been at the top of sustainable business rankings since the early
2010s. Some of them are energy companies that have adopted Corporate Social Responsibility to have
a positive social impact and become carbon neutral. However, limited literature has analyzed the
barriers that Nordic energy companies face while implementing Corporate Social Responsibility. This
article aims to identify and categorize the barriers faced by Nordic energy companies. The research is
based on empirical data obtained from interviews involving high-level managers from the largest
suppliers of energy in the Nordic region. A model is developed, which identifies and categorizes
seven barriers at the individual level, seven at the organizational level, and three at the institutional
level of analysis. The findings suggest that barriers can be of a direct and indirect nature and can be
found across the three levels of analysis. The main contributions of this article are: (1) it identifies and
categorizes the barriers that Nordic energy companies face; (2) it defines the barriers as direct and
indirect based on their interaction with the company; (3) it presents two models of the barriers and
provides empirical evidence that complement the literature; and (4) it contributes to the literature by
focusing on the Nordic countries, a region that has received limited attention by scholarly research.

Keywords: Corporate Social Responsibility; barrier; energy; Nordic; sustainability; strategy; sustain-
able development; business models

1. Introduction

Since the early 2010s, Nordic companies have been at the top of business rankings
(e.g., [1,2]) and are considered as some of the most sustainable in the world. Notably, some
of them are energy companies that have implemented Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
as a business model that can help them address the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
and become carbon-neutral in the long term. The adoption of CSR by energy companies is
of great significance considering that the sustainable development of the energy sector and
its transition towards renewable sources has a direct and indirect influence on achieving
most of the SDGs [3,4]. However, limited literature has analyzed the barriers that energy
companies face in the implementation of CSR.

While the barriers to CSR implementation have been analyzed through different per-
spectives such as the size of the organization [5,6], the national or regional context [7–9],
and the industry where they operate [10,11], the topic has not been covered in a thor-
ough manner by academic literature [12]. Additionally, empirical studies on the barriers
to CSR have focused on specific regions and countries such as Spain (see [13]), Saudi
Arabia (see [7]), India (see [9]), and Greece (see [14]), while other studies have looked
at the barriers from specific perspectives such as human resource management (see [15])
and human resource development (see [16]). Furthermore, a comprehensive study of the
specific barriers faced by energy companies seems to be missing. A study focused on the
Nordic region is of relevance considering that Nordic countries are recognized as leaders
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in sustainability and frontrunners in the incorporation of renewable energy sources into
their energy markets [17]. For this research, Nordic companies are considered those with
headquarters and operations in the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway,
and Sweden). By 2018, the overall share of renewables in the energy supply in the Nordic
region was 40%, while it was only 15% for the EU27 (the 27 countries that form the Euro-
pean Union) [18]. While the Nordic energy market is considered an energy-only market
(as opposed to a capacity market), the Nordic countries have been able to incorporate
renewables in a way that guarantees the balance between supply and demand in a flexible
manner [19] (The Nordic West Office explains the difference between energy-only market
and capacity market in the following way: “In an energy-only market, a price is paid for
energy produced rather than for keeping capacity ready, although some complementary
mechanisms exist to guarantee a balance between supply and demand” [19] (p. 17).) Addi-
tionally, the five Nordic countries have set the goal to completely decarbonize their energy
systems by 2050 at the latest [20] and to be the most sustainable region in the world by
2030 [21]. In specific, Iceland aims to achieve carbon neutrality in 2040, and Norway aims
to achieve climate neutrality in 2030, while Finland aims to achieve zero net emissions in
2035, Sweden in 2045, and Denmark in 2050 [22].

Additionally, in decade of 2010 to 2020, Nordic companies have been considered
leaders in the implementation of sustainable business models and have been at the top of
sustainability rankings (e.g., [1,2]). Notably, Corporate Knights [1] has ranked two Nordic
energy companies in the top three most sustainable companies in the world for the rankings
for the year 2020 (#1 Orsted and #3 Neste, both included in this study). Another aspect
is that Nordic countries can be considered developed economies and have some of the
highest living standards, while at the same time they have some of the highest energy
consumption per capita in Europe as a result of their energy-intensive industries and their
sparsely populated areas [17]. However, Nordic countries have been steadily reducing the
CO2 intensity of their total primary energy demand, and since 2015 have been below the
average of the members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) [18].

This context represents a significant opportunity to conduct empirical research that
can provide a better understanding of Nordic energy companies and the barriers they
face in the implementation of CSR. An empirical study of this kind would help fill in the
gap in the literature by covering aspects that are missing with regards to the barriers to
CSR implementation and could provide evidence that complements existing studies on
the topic. With this in mind, the overall aim of this study is to identify and categorize the
barriers faced by Nordic energy companies. To do so, this research intends to answer the
following questions:

Which barriers do Nordic energy companies face in the implementation of Corporate
Social Responsibility?

How do the barriers faced by Nordic energy companies influence the implementation
of “implicit” and “explicit” Corporate Social Responsibility?

The novelty of this research resides in providing empirical evidence of the barriers to
CSR implementation in the Nordic energy sector. To begin with, the region has received a
low level of attention from the literature focused on CSR in the energy sector. According
to Latapí Agudelo et al. [23], only 12% of the academic publications focused on this topic
have revolved around Nordic countries. Furthermore, only a limited number of empirical
studies have identified the barriers to CSR with a particular focus on Nordic companies. For
example, Ditlev-Simonsen [24] focused on employee perception, attitude, and engagement
in CSR in the Nordic context, while Johannsdottir et al. [25] analyzed talent management
and CSR in the Nordic insurance sector. To the best of our knowledge, no academic studies
have focused on the barriers to CSR specifically for the Nordic energy sector, making this
an original research that is both timely and relevant.

This research was based on semi-structured interviews with high-level managers
from Nordic energy companies, which resulted in three key findings: (1) Nordic energy
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companies face a diversity of barriers to implement CSR at the individual, organizational,
and institutional level; (2) identification and categorization of seven barriers at the indi-
vidual level, seven at the organizational level, and three at the institutional level; and
(3) Nordic energy companies face direct and indirect barriers across the three levels of
analysis depending on their interaction with the company.

This article contributes to the literature on the barriers to CSR implementation by
proposing two models to provide an innovative and holistic perspective of the barriers
that Nordic energy companies face. The identification and categorization provided by this
research can contribute to the understanding of the barriers to CSR. This is particularly
relevant in the current context of climate change and the SDGs considering that the energy
sector has a direct and indirect influence in achieving the rest of the goals [3].

The paper adopts the following structure: the introduction (Section 1) is followed by
Section 2, which provides the literature review and theoretical framework for this research.
Then, Section 3 presents the theoretical framework and is followed by Section 4 which
presents the research method in a thorough way that explains all the steps followed in
conducting the research, as well as details of the selection criteria and the participants.
Afterward, Section 5 presents the findings beginning with an overview of the interviews
and their characteristics. This is followed by the identification and categorization of the
barriers at the individual, organizational, and institutional levels. Then, the discussion
is presented in Section 6 to provide the analysis of the findings, as well as the models
proposed by this article. Finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions of the paper along with
its implications, limitations, and a reflection on the opportunities for future research.

2. Literature Review

This section provides the background and literature review for the research.

2.1. Corporate Social Responsibility

The history and evolution of CSR can be traced back several centuries [26]. However, it
was not until the 1930s and 1940s when the social responsibilities of corporations were first
discussed in the literature and, as a result, began the debate around the modern definition
of CSR as a conceptual paradigm [27,28]. Since then, CSR has evolved from rarely being
addressed in business and management-oriented publications to being widely discussed
and acknowledged by the academic, private, and public sectors [27].

The evolution of the modern understanding of CSR during the 20th and 21st centuries
has resulted in many definitions of the concept in academic and non-academic literature
(see [27–29]). However, this research follows the understanding and definition of CSR
proposed by the European Commission [30], considering that it has been a fundamental
element of the European Strategy for CSR. The definition brought forward by the European
Commission [30] indicates that all companies are responsible for their social and environ-
mental impact, and to be responsible, they need to incorporate “social, environmental,
ethical human rights and consumer concerns into their business operations and core strat-
egy” [30] (p. 4). This definition of CSR acknowledges that companies are responsible for
their social and environmental impact and indicates that they should integrate societal
expectations of corporate behavior into their business models. As a result, this concep-
tualization of CSR moves the approach to responsible corporate behavior from a limited
shareholder perspective (see [31]) to a holistic perspective that considers all stakeholders
(see [32,33]).

The European Commission [34] further advanced its conceptualization of CSR in
2015 by indicating additional considerations for the European Strategy for CSR. The most
significant aspects include:

In the European context, the term “Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is used as
a synonym to reference ‘sustainability’, ‘responsible business conduct’ or ‘business and
human rights’” [34] (p. 1).
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The integration of “social, environmental, ethical human rights and consumer con-
cerns into their business operations and core strategy” [30] (p. 4) must be done in close
cooperation with the company’s stakeholders.

Companies should pay particular attention to human rights and ethical considerations
in line with the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

While there are competing and alternative concepts to CSR, such as stakeholder theory
(e.g., [32,33]), corporate citizenship (e.g., [35,36]), and corporate sustainability (e.g., [37,38]),
this research considers Carroll’s [39] belief that all of them are interrelated and overlapping,
and have been incorporated into the modern understanding of CSR. With this in mind, this
study considers that responsible business models, regardless of their name, fall under the
modern understanding and conceptualization of CSR.

2.2. CSR in the Energy Sector

The findings of Latapí Agudelo, Johannsdottir, and Davidsdottir [23] suggest that the
implementation of CSR in the energy sector has not been analyzed as much, considering
that with their review, they found that from 1990 to 2018 only fifty-five academic articles
were published with a focus on CSR in the energy sector. Furthermore, Latapí Agudelo,
Johannsdottir, and Davidsdottir [23] identified only twelve publications focused specifically
on CSR implementation in the energy sector. The findings from those twelve publications
suggest the following: CSR implementation responds to the institutional context where
the company operates [40–44]; some energy companies see CSR as a tool for legitimizing
their activities [45,46]; company-specific aspects, such as leadership and employees, play a
significant role in the effective implementation of CSR [47,48]; each energy company has
specific motivations and a unique approach to CSR implementation [49]; and CSR can be
used by energy companies as a way for advancing their efforts for becoming sustainable,
as well as for transitioning towards renewable sources [50,51].

Studying and understanding the approach of energy companies to CSR is particularly
significant considering that the energy sector has a direct and indirect influence in achieving
most of the SDGs [4,52]. Furthermore, the approach of energy companies to CSR can be
expected to play a crucial role in achieving Sustainable Development Goal number 7 (SDG7),
which aims to “ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for
all” [3] (para. 1). Addressing SDG7 is particularly relevant because it is considered as an
enabling factor for achieving the rest of the SDGs, in particular goals 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and
13 [4]. Beyond that, CSR can be expected to play a significant role in the current energy
transformation, considering that the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
expects it to change the way the energy sector operates, resulting in “[environmental],
social, economic and political implications” [53] (p. 14). With this in mind, it is relevant to
understand the barriers for energy companies to implementing CSR.

2.3. Barriers to CSR

Companies are goal-oriented complex social systems that are driven towards respon-
sible corporate behavior by a variety of factors [54]. However, in their efforts to implement
CSR, firms face barriers that can limit their capability to be responsible. Scholars have
defined the barriers to CSR as those internal and external factors that prevent companies
from fully engaging in CSR and hinder its effective implementation (see [55–57]). The
barriers have been analyzed at the individual, organizational, and institutional levels from
different perspectives based on the size, context, and industry where the company operates.

2.4. Barriers at the Individual Level

Even when companies are goal-oriented and complex social structures [54], they
consist of people and their relationships and interactions with one another [58]. Studies
on the micro-foundations of CSR explain that individuals within a company have a rele-
vant influence on CSR implementation through factors such as motivation, performance,
attitude, and psychological processes [59,60], as well as individual beliefs and values,
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pressure from external stakeholders, and level of independence within the firm [61–63].
The scholars focused on the micro-foundations of CSR also explain that the ways in which
employees perceive, interpret, and assimilate CSR can be reflected in their attitude and
work behavior towards CSR [60], and explain that individuals tend to give more attention
and relevance to negative information and negative aspects of corporate behavior [64].
This means that factors at the individual level of analysis can have a significant influence
on the effective implementation of CSR. As a result, individuals within a company at all
levels, from the leadership to the bottom of the hierarchical structure of the firm, can have a
direct and indirect influence in the way CSR is implemented. (This research considers that
all individuals within a company have a certain influence on the effective implementation
of CSR. Leaders and managers are expected to guide and drive forward CSR and require
the support of middle and lower management within the firm. Employees that are not
part of the management structure play a significant role in the overall perception of safety,
wellbeing, and satisfaction, which in turn influences the work habits and attitude of the rest
of the employees. These considerations are based on [58–62,64]). This means that factors
at the individual level can become barriers to CSR implementation [16,58]. For instance,
employees can develop negative work habits and a negative attitude toward the company’s
CSR as a result of a variety of factors related to individual perceptions of safety, wellbeing,
and overall satisfaction with the organization [57]. Additional factors that affect individuals
within a company and limit the effective implementation of CSR have been identified in the
literature as those aspects that are directly linked to psychological, behavioral, attention,
and focus aspects [16,59,65]. These factors can influence individual behavior within an
organization and can hinder the implementation of CSR. Based on these considerations,
seven barriers to CSR can be identified in the literature (see Table 1):

Table 1. Barriers at the individual level.

Barrier Description Theoretical Support

Company’s negative
contribution to society

Individual employees perceive that the company does not make a
just and positive contribution to society. As a result, individuals
within the firm modify their attitude towards the company’s CSR,
resulting in their limited involvement and support towards it.

[12,16,66,67]

Decision-making based
on egocentrism

Decision-making within the company is made based on individual
judgments of what is fair or right. Individual factors such as greed,
corruption, and lack of moral values guide individual decisions that
have implications for the organization.

[8,14,16,68]

Lack of CSR fit, motivation,
and commitment

Individuals within the company believe that CSR does not fit with
the organization’s strategy and corporate values. This results in an
individual lack of motivation for implementing CSR, as well as a
lower level of commitment towards it.

[15,16,57,65,69]

Lack of CSR knowledge
and awareness

Individuals within the company have limited knowledge and
understanding of CSR.
Additionally, individual decision-makers have limited involvement
in the company’s CSR. As a result, individuals frequently find it
difficult to learn more about such activities and become involved and
committed to the company’s CSR.

[7–9,14,16,55,65,70–73]

Lack of CSR leadership

Individuals in the leadership and top management do not support
the CSR agenda within the company. The individual leaders do not
drive forward CSR within the company, and as a result, it limits its
effective implementation.

[9–11,15,57,70,72,74]

Lack of organizational support
Individual decision-makers perceive a lack of organizational support.
This can result in lowering their focus and motivation to drive
forward the CSR agenda of the company.

[7,9,10,16,58,70]

Negative attitude toward CSR

Individuals within the company can have a negative attitude toward
CSR. This results in the failure to perceive the benefits of CSR, which
in turn leads individual employees to not fully support the
company’s CSR.

[8,9,12,16,55,56]

Synthesized from the literature.
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2.5. Barriers at the Organizational Level

At the organizational level, the barriers to CSR can be defined as those factors that are
linked to a company’s structure and internal organizational systems and include aspects
such as corporate values and culture, reward systems, internal structures, organizational
inertia, and interaction between departments and employees [16]. As a result, barriers at the
organizational level can limit the integration of CSR into the organizational structure and
its core business [10,70]. Based on these considerations, seven barriers at the organizational
level can be identified in the literature (see Table 2):

Table 2. Barriers at the organizational level.

Barrier Description Theoretical Support

Lack of flexibility
and adaptability

The company tends to resist change.
The organization is not flexible and able to adapt to changing
circumstances.
The flexibility and adaptability of the organization is usually
limited by routines, resource limitations, and structural power
struggles within the company.

[16,25,68,70,75]

Lack of integration of CSR to the
core business

CSR is not fully integrated into the core business of the
organization. This limits the effectiveness of CSR for the company. [7,10,57,70,76]

Lack of organizational trust

The company lacks transparency and accountability in relation to
its procurement process, as well as with relations with internal
and external stakeholders. As a result, there is a lack of trust in
the company to deliver what they promise in relation to CSR.

[5,13,55,75,77]

Lack of understanding of
the context

The organization lacks the knowledge or capacity to implement
CSR with a holistic approach that goes beyond its areas of
operation and in accordance with the context where it operates.
The company lacks the strategic capacity to fully understand how
to implement CSR in a way that addresses aspects related to its
supply chain, regulations, procedures, and standards, as well as
in relation to cultural and social aspects.

[5,7]

Limited access to resources
The company has limited access to resources such as financial
resources, human capital, and access to market opportunities.
This limits its ability to implement CSR.

[5,6,9–11,14,15,55,70,72–74]

Misalignment of the
corporate culture

The corporate culture in the company is not aligned with its CSR.
This limits the ability of CSR to guide the identity, purpose, and
direction of the company.

[14,57,72,78]

Unfit organizational structure

The organization has certain roles and responsibilities, as well as
patterns of interaction between individuals and authority levels,
that can limit the company’s capability to implement CSR.
This includes the limited capability of the firm to establish
internal structures to ensure the compliance of CSR as the
company grows in size with new internal departments
and suppliers.

[5,15,16,55,68,74]

Synthesized from the literature.

2.6. Barriers at the Institutional Level

Institutional theory indicates that organizational behavior can only be understood
within the societal and institutional context where a company operates, and as such, or-
ganizational behavior is constrained by its institutional context [79]. Institutional theory
considers institutions as “supraorganizational patterns of activity through which humans
conduct their material life in time and space, and symbolic systems through which they
categorize that activity and infuse it with meaning” [79] (p. 232). This suggests that each
institutional context is unique and has specific characteristics that influence organizational
behavior. For instance, Scott [80] explains that an institutional context is defined by three
pillars: regulatory, based on the belief that institutions limit and regularize behavior, while
they also function as enablers of social systems; normative, based on the notion that insti-
tutions are influenced by the prevailing belief system and accepted set of norms that are
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either internalized or imposed; and cognitive, which considers how the social context is in-
stitutionalized. Then, it is possible to argue that the institutional context where a company
operates can limit the effective implementation of CSR through cognitive, normative, and
regulatory barriers (see Table 3).

Table 3. Barriers at the institutional level.

Barrier Description Theoretical Support

Cognitive barriers

The institutional context where a company operates is influenced by
a shared belief system that prevails. This can negatively influence the
adoption and implementation of CSR based on a common perception
of corporate behavior.

[5,14,56,57,70,72,81]

Normative barriers

The institutional context is greatly influenced by the belief system
and accepted set of norms that prevails. This can influence individual
decision-makers within the organization, as they are exposed to
certain education and training activities, as well as to local and global
standards based on their networks, educational background, and
demography.
They are also influenced by operating in a specific industry that
follows certain standards, operating procedures, and criteria. As a
result, the normative context can negatively influence the adoption
and implementation of CSR.

[14,16,73,74,81,82]

Regulatory barriers

Corporate behavior is greatly influenced by the political context,
along with legislations and regulations, as well as compliance and
enforcement aspects. This influence can limit the company’s capacity
to operate in congruence with what it considers to be responsible and
can limit the effective implementation of its CSR.

[5,10,14,55,57,70,72,73,82]

Synthesized from the literature.

3. Theoretical Framework

This research follows the notions of institutional theory, which explains that organiza-
tional behavior can only be understood by considering the social context where a company
operates [79] and that each context has central institutions that influence organizational
behavior [83]. Furthermore, this study considers the work of DiMaggio and Powell [84],
which indicates that organizations face institutional isomorphic changes that can be of
a coercive, mimetic, or normative character, and could help explain the barriers to CSR
implementation.

As a theoretical foundation, this research builds on the comparative framework of CSR
proposed by Matten and Moon [85] that defines “implicit” and “explicit” CSR as two ways
in which companies approach responsible corporate behavior. For Matten and Moon [85],
“implicit” CSR refers to the values, norms, and rules that motivate companies to address the
expectations of their stakeholders through a collective perspective instead of an individual
one, while “explicit” CSR refers to the corporate policies that assume responsibility based
on the interests of society. Matten and Moon [85] explain that the motivations for “implicit”
CSR come from the “societal consensus on the legitimate expectations of the roles and
contributions of all major groups in society, including corporations”, while the motivations
for “explicit” CSR are the result from the opportunities that arise from “the perceived
expectations of different stakeholders of the corporation” [85]. The framework of “implicit”
and “explicit” CSR proposed by Matten and Moon [85] is of relevance for this research
because it is grounded on institutional theory to explain that CSR is implemented in
different ways depending on the context where a company operates.

Several frameworks can be used for the categorization of the barriers to CSR
(e.g., [56,70,86]). For this study, the framework of Garavan, Heraty, Rock and Dalton [16],
with their categorization of the barriers as individual, organizational, and institutional,
seems the most suitable and was used as the basis for the analysis. The work of Garavan,
Heraty, Rock, and Dalton [16] is particularly significant for this study because it provides
an analysis of the barriers to CSR at three different levels (individual, organizational, and
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institutional) when most frameworks in the literature tend to focus on the organizational
or the institutional level of analysis [59,87] and approach the barriers to CSR from a specific
perspective (e.g., the studies of Laudal [5] and Sweeney [6] revolve around the size of the
company; the work of Pinto and Allui [57] and Skouloudis, Evangelinos, Nikolaou, and
Filho [14] focus on the barriers in specific countries; and the publications of Alotaibi and
Edum-Fotwe [7] and Yuen and Kim [10] center on specific industries).

Based on their findings, Garavan, Heraty, Rock, and Dalton [16] categorized the
barriers to CSR implementation in the following way: (a) at the individual level of analysis,
the barriers are those related to psychological, behavioral, and focus aspects that affect
individual decision-makers; (b) at the organizational level of analysis, the barriers are
structural and originate in organizational aspects such as corporate culture, organizational
reward system, organizational inertia, and interactions between individuals; and (c) at the
institutional level, the barriers go beyond individual organizations and include aspects
at a macro level, such as rules and regulations, mimetic organizational tendencies, and
a certain belief and values system at an institutional level. However, this study uses the
work of Garavan, Heraty, Rock, and Dalton [16] as a starting reference and differs from it
by approaching the analysis through CSR theory and by using empirical data to identify
and categorize the barriers to CSR implementation in the Nordic energy sector.

4. Research Method

It is relevant to point out that this article was part of a broader research on Nordic
energy companies which resulted in two academic articles from the same data-collection
process. While both articles were based on the same data-collection process, their focus
and analysis were different, and each one presents distinct and original empirical evidence.
The first article called “The energy company of the Future: Drivers and characteristics for a
responsible business framework” was published in 2021 and focused on identifying and
categorizing the drivers for CSR implementation in the Nordic energy sector, as well as
providing a definition for the energy company of the future from a CSR perspective.

This research was based on interviews conducted with high-level managers from
different energy companies in the Nordic region. An interview framework was designed
based on Rosenthal’s [88] seven phases for conducting in-depth interviews: question
design, selection criteria and sampling, interview modality, conducting the interviews,
transcription, data analysis, and discussion of the research findings. The process followed
for the research method is described in Figure 1.

4.1. Interview Framework

This section provides an explanation of each phase of the interview framework and
the steps followed during the data collection.

4.1.1. Question Design

The interview framework followed a semi-structured design with open-ended and
neutral questions that centered on one topic at a time (based on [88,89]). The questions
were ordered coherently and progressively, which allowed the interviewer to guide the
conversation (based on [88,89]). The questions were designed based on the literature on the
barriers to CSR and focused on asking the interviewees which barriers they perceived at the
individual, organizational, and institutional levels. The questions were asked in two stages:
during the first stage, the questions focused on the barriers faced by their company, while
the second stage focused on the barriers faced by Nordic energy companies in general.
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4.1.2. Selection Criteria and Sampling

The initial selection of participants was based on the following criteria: (1) the com-
pany is, or is expected to become, one of the largest suppliers of energy, in terms of energy
provided, to its country of origin; (2) the country of origin of the company is one of the
Nordic countries; (3) the company has CSR and/or sustainability policies available online
for public access; and (4) the company is a signatory of the United Nations Global Com-
pact (UNGC). As additional criteria, the interview framework allowed cross-references as
pointed out by the participants (i.e., the participants were asked to suggest potential partic-
ipants that could be included in this research). This resulted in including five additional
companies in the selection process.

Once the initial selection was completed, the potential participants were contacted
via email, as well as through online contact forms on the company’s websites, to ask for
an interview with high-level CSR and/or sustainability managers. The initial selection of
participants included twenty-five companies, from which eleven agreed to participate. The
selected participants include companies from all Nordic countries and that operate most of
the sources of energy available in the region (see Table 4).
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Table 4. Companies that participated in the study.

Country Company or Organization Year of Joining the UNGC Industry Role in the Industry Operating Profit (EBIT) for
the Year 2020

Main Website of the
Company

Denmark Orsted 2006 Wind, biomass, solar Upstream producer of energy 1089 million EUR https://orsted.com/
Denmark Vestas Wind Systems A/S 2009 Wind Producer of windfarms 698 million EUR https://www.vestas.com

Finland Neste 2014

Biofuels and biochemicals; includes
energy from waste and residues;

includes energy products from the
oil industry

Producer of biofuels and
biochemicals 1508 million EUR https://www.neste.com/

Finland Fennovoima 2017 Nuclear The company will begin
operations in 2028 Not applicable https:

//www.fennovoima.fi/en
Finland TVO NA Nuclear Upstream producer of energy 275 million EUR https://www.tvo.fi/
Finland UPM Energy 2003 Hydropower and biomass Upstream producer of energy 948 million EUR https://www.upm.com/

Iceland Landsvirkjun 2013 Hydro and geothermal Upstream producer of energy 65.6 million EUR https:
//www.landsvirkjun.com/

Iceland OR 2019 Hydro and geothermal Upstream producer of energy 108 million EUR https://www.on.is/en/

Norway Norsk Hydro 2000 Hydro

Upstream producer of energy.
The energy produced is mostly

used in the company’s
operations in the

aluminum industry

180 million EUR https://www.hydro.com

Norway Statkraft 2010 Hydro, wind, solar, and gas Upstream producer of energy 668.7 million EUR https:
//www.statkraft.com/

Sweden Vattenfall 2008 Hydro, nuclear, renewables, gas,
wind, and solar Upstream producer of energy 2549 million EUR https:

//group.vattenfall.com/

Created by the authors based on the selection of participants for this research. Notes: (1) The information regarding the UNGC was retrieved from the webpage https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-
is-gc/participants on the 16th of March, 2020. (2) The table is organized based on the alphabetical order of the country of origin of each company and does not correspond to the chronological order of the
interviews or any other consideration. (3) Fennovoima is a Finnish nuclear energy company created in 2007 to construct and operate a nuclear power plant. At the moment, the company is in the licensing stage.
Fennovoima was included in this research because the company expects to become one of the largest suppliers of energy in Finland. Beyond that, Fennovoima will begin commercial operations in 2028, and it
represents a unique case study of a company that can define its business model before starting its commercial operations. (4) The profit for each company for the year 2020 was converted to Euros using the
search tool from Google Finance on the 15th of April. The specific data for each company was obtained on the 14th of April 2021 from the following: Orsted—operating profit (EBITDA) of 8.1 billion DKK
retrieved from the webpage https://orsted.com/en/company-announcement-list/2021/02/2168747; Vestas—operating profit (EBIT) of 698 million EUR retrieved from the 2020 annual report found on the
webpage https://www.vestas.com/en/investor/financial_reports#!financialreports2020; Neste—operating profit (EBITDA) of 1508 million EUR retrieved from the 2020 annual report found on the webpage
https://www.neste.com/sites/neste.com/files/release_attachments/wkr0006.pdf; TVO—turnover of 275 million EUR retrieved from the 2020 Report of the Board of Directors and Financial Statements 2020
found on the webpage https://www.tvo.fi/en/index/investors/financialpublications.html; UPM—comparable EBIT of 948 million EUR retrieved from the webpage https://www.upm.com/about-us/for-
media/releases/2021/01/upm-financial-statements-2020-a-positive-finish-to-an-exceptional-year--transformative-growth-projects-on-budget-and-on-schedule/; Landsvirkjun—profit of 78.6 million USD
retrieved from the webpage https://www.landsvirkjun.com/news/landsvirkjuns-financial-statements; OR—EBIT of 16.398 million ISK retrieved from the Consolidated Financial Statements of 2020 retrieved
from https://www.or.is/documents/1115/Orkuveita_Reykjav%C3%ADkur_-_Consolidated_Financial_Statements_2020.pdf; Norsk Hydro —underlying EBIT of 1,806 million NOK retrieved from the Annual
Report 2020 found on the webpage https://www.hydro.com/en-DE/investors/reports-and-presentations/annual-reports/annual-report-2020/; Statkraft—underlying EBIT of 6.7 billion NOK retrieved from
the Annual Report 2020 found on the webpage https://www.statkraft.com/globalassets/1-statkraft-public/05-investor-relations/4-reports-and-presentations/2020/q4/statkraft-as-annual-report-2020.pdf;
Vattenfall—underlying operating profit of 25,790 million SEK retrieved from the webpage https://group.vattenfall.com/press-and-media/pressreleases/2021/vattenfall--year-end-report-2020.

https://orsted.com/
https://www.vestas.com
https://www.neste.com/
https://www.fennovoima.fi/en
https://www.fennovoima.fi/en
https://www.tvo.fi/
https://www.upm.com/
https://www.landsvirkjun.com/
https://www.landsvirkjun.com/
https://www.on.is/en/
https://www.hydro.com
https://www.statkraft.com/
https://www.statkraft.com/
https://group.vattenfall.com/
https://group.vattenfall.com/
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/participants
https://orsted.com/en/company-announcement-list/2021/02/2168747
https://www.vestas.com/en/investor/financial_reports#!financialreports2020
https://www.neste.com/sites/neste.com/files/release_attachments/wkr0006.pdf
https://www.tvo.fi/en/index/investors/financialpublications.html
https://www.upm.com/about-us/for-media/releases/2021/01/upm-financial-statements-2020-a-positive-finish-to-an-exceptional-year--transformative-growth-projects-on-budget-and-on-schedule/
https://www.upm.com/about-us/for-media/releases/2021/01/upm-financial-statements-2020-a-positive-finish-to-an-exceptional-year--transformative-growth-projects-on-budget-and-on-schedule/
https://www.landsvirkjun.com/news/landsvirkjuns-financial-statements
https://www.or.is/documents/1115/Orkuveita_Reykjav%C3%ADkur_-_Consolidated_Financial_Statements_2020.pdf
https://www.hydro.com/en-DE/investors/reports-and-presentations/annual-reports/annual-report-2020/
https://www.statkraft.com/globalassets/1-statkraft-public/05-investor-relations/4-reports-and-presentations/2020/q4/statkraft-as-annual-report-2020.pdf
https://group.vattenfall.com/press-and-media/pressreleases/2021/vattenfall--year-end-report-2020
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Table 5 provides additional information about the selected companies by indicating
their position in different rankings. The first two columns correspond to rankings that
evaluate companies from any sector and industry from a CSR and sustainability perspective
(CSRhub and Corporate Knights Top 100 Sustainable Companies), while the last two
columns correspond to rankings that focus on the energy sector (Thomson Reuters Top
100 Energy Leaders and S&P Global Platts 250 Energy Companies).

Table 5. Rankings of each company.

Country of
Origin

Company

Rankings

CSRhub Corporate
Knights Top 100

Thomson Reuters
Top 100

Energy Leaders

S&P Global Platts
250 Energy
Companies

[%] [Ranking] [Included] [Ranking]

Denmark Orsted 88% 1 Yes 37
Denmark Vestas 95% 37 Yes NI
Finland Neste Corporation 92% 3 Yes 84
Finland UPM Energy 97% 24 NI NI
Finland Fennovoima NI NI NI NI
Finland TVO Finland NI NI NI NI
Iceland OR NI NI NI NI
Iceland Landsvirkjun NI NI NI NI
Norway Hydro 94% NI NI NI
Norway Statkraft NI NI NI NI
Sweden Vattenfall 100% NI NI NI

Created by the authors based on the selection criteria for this research. NI = not included; NA = not applicable. Notes: (1) The rankings
from CSRHub were accessed online on 17 January 2020 from the webpage https://www.csrhub.com. It is relevant to notice that CSRHub
names several companies in a different way: Orsted as DONG; Vestas as Vestas Wind Systems; Neste as Neste Oil Oyj; UPM Energy as
UPM-Kymmene Oyj; Hydro as Norsk Hydro. (2) The rankings from Thomson Reuters Global 100 Energy Leaders were found in the latest
report available, which is for the year 2017. (3) The rankings from S&P Global Platts Top 250 Energy Companies were found in the latest
report, which is for the year 2019. (4) The rankings from Corporate Knights “Global 100 Most Sustainable Companies” were found in the
report for the year 2020. It is relevant to notice that Corporate Knights names several companies in a different way: Neste as Neste Oyj
and UPM as UPM-Kymmene Oyj. (5) The table follows the alphabetical order of the country of origin of each company and does not
correspond to any other consideration. (6) While Fennovoima, TVO Finland, OR, and Landsvirkjun are not included in any of the rankings,
they are of great relevance for this research. Fennovoima was included because the company is expected to become one of the largest
suppliers of energy in Finland. Beyond that, Fennovoima will begin commercial operations in 2028, and it represents a unique case study of
a company that can define its business model before starting its commercial operations. TVO Finland was included in this research because
it is considered one of the most relevant energy companies in the country. OR and Landsvirkjun were included because they are the two
largest energy companies in Iceland.

The selection of interviewees followed a purposive approach in which participants
were identified specifically because of their experience in relation to the research at hand
(see [88]). In this case, the interviewees were identified by each company given their role,
position, and experience concerning CSR. In this process, Fennovoima asked to have two
participants during one interview while Orsted granted two separate interviews. This led to
having a total of twelve interviews with thirteen participants. Of the thirteen participants,
eight were male and five female. Four participants asked to remain anonymous. All
the interviewees are high-level managers with positions directly linked to the business
development and CSR/sustainability of the company and have significant experience
within the firm, which reinforces their relevance for this research. Furthermore, the role,
experience, and position of the interviewees allows them to make deeper reflections about
the individuals within the company, the organizational structure of the firm, and the
institutional context where they operate.

4.1.3. Interview Modality

The location of the researchers, the characteristics of the study, and the preference of
the participants to have a videoconference led to conducting nine interviews via videocon-
ference and three face-to-face.

https://www.csrhub.com
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4.1.4. Conducting the Interviews

The interviews were conducted between May and October 2019 as part of a broader
research on Nordic energy companies. With the permission of the participants, all the
interviews were recorded with the cellphone of the interviewer to be later transcribed.
The language used during the interviews was English to keep a homogeneous interview
framework. However, it is necessary to point out that English is not the mother tongue of
any of the participants, including the researcher in charge of conducting the interviews.

4.1.5. Transcription

The audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed into a text file in Microsoft
Word 2013 and were shared with those participants who asked to review them with the
possibility of making changes to the text. The transcriptions were done by the interviewer,
considering that it would allow a clearer understanding of the audio and the content of
the interview.

4.1.6. Extraction of Information and Data Analysis

The extraction of information and the data analysis followed the research method
proposed by Castleberry and Nolen [90] for conducting a thematic analysis and consisted
of five steps: compiling, disassembling, reassembling, interpreting, and concluding. The
compiling of data began by asking the participants if they would like to review the transcrip-
tion of their interview with the possibility of making changes to the text. This systematic
process is commonly used in qualitative research as a way of validating the trustworthiness
of the interpretations made by the researcher (see [91]). After the participants agreed to
the final version of the transcriptions, the next step consisted of transferring all the tran-
scriptions to the software MAXQDA 2020. This allowed the researchers to easily see and
organize the data within one unified software program. The disassembling consisted of a
coding process to identify themes and concepts systematically. To do so, a coding frame
and a coding manual were designed based on the method proposed by Schreier [92]. The
design of the coding frame followed preconceived coding based on the categorization of the
barriers to CSR found in the literature, which led to having a coding frame with seventeen
preconceived codes. No additional codes were added during the extraction of information.
The coding frame was defined to retrieve the relevant information from each interview, and
allowed for its structuring and organization based on specific codes. Additionally, a coding
manual was created to define specific considerations for the names for each code, their
definitions, and the specific rules and considerations for the coding process. A pilot test
was conducted on the longest and shortest interviews to test the consistency and validity
of the coding frame and the coding rules. The reassembling was done through thematic
matrices, which allowed the arrangement of the data based on preconceived codes as
well as emerging concepts. This process consisted of continuous reviews to determine
the relevance, consistency, and validity of the extracted data. The interpreting process,
as explained by Castleberry and Nolen [90], was done while conducting the first three
steps (compiling, disassembling, and reassembling). The interpreting process gave a higher
priority to the relevance of each barrier to the participants and a lower priority to how
often a theme/code was mentioned (based on [90]). However, the frequency in which a
theme/code was mentioned helped validate its relevance to the participants and served as
an initial way to test the consistency during the interpreting process. The concluding step
was achieved after several iterations of the interpretation process, which allowed testing of
the consistency of the conclusions. This iterative process is commonly used in qualitative
research to confirm the reliability of the analysis and interpretation of data [91]. In this case,
the iterations of the interpretation process allowed confirmation that different participants
said similar things that complemented each other and that there was no indication of
contradicting ideas.
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5. Findings
5.1. Identification and Categorization of the Barriers

This section focuses on the identification and categorization of the barriers through
three levels of analysis: individual, organizational, and institutional.

5.1.1. Barriers at an Individual Level

This section considers the barriers at an individual level as those that are directly
linked to the psychological, behavioral, or attention/focus aspects that affect individual
decision-makers within the company. Based on the analysis of the interviews with high-
level managers, it was possible to identify seven barriers to CSR implementation at the
individual level (see Table 6): company’s negative contribution to society; decision-making
based on egocentrism; lack of CSR fit, motivation, and commitment; lack of CSR knowledge
and awareness; lack of CSR leadership; lack of organizational support; and negative attitude
toward CSR.

Table 6. Barriers at the individual level of analysis.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples
(# Interviews)

Lack of CSR leadership

Individuals in the leadership and top
management do not support the CSR
agenda within the company. The
individual leaders do not drive
forward CSR within the company,
and as a result, it limits its effective
implementation.

9

. . . our strategic shift is also very much
a decision that was based on our current
CEO and the one that we had before him
. . . we have been so much part of the
problem for so many years, so of course, it
makes a lot of sense for us to be that
change that the world needs to see
(interviewee #5).

Lack of
organizational support

Individual decision-makers perceive
a lack of organizational support. This
can result in lowering their focus and
motivation to drive forward the CSR
agenda of the company.

8
An effective CSR agenda has to be built
from the bottom upwards together with
the personnel (interviewee #3).

Negative attitude
toward CSR

Individuals within the company can
have a negative attitude toward CSR.
This results in the failure to perceive
the benefits of CSR, which in turn
leads individual employees to not
fully support the company’s CSR.

8

. . . we found out that among our
employees, as well in other groups of
stakeholders, the word Corporate Social
Responsibility had this limitation of
capturing our work . . . we found out
that, in the minds of the people, it was
something only focused on the social part
and not on the holistic approach that we
want to practice (interviewee #12).

Lack of CSR
knowledge and
awareness

Individuals within the company have
limited knowledge and
understanding of CSR.
Additionally, individual
decision-makers have limited
involvement in the company’s CSR.
As a result, individuals frequently
find it difficult to learn more about
such activities and become involved
and committed to the
company’s CSR.

7

We really need competent and
knowledgeable staff members here, who
are well educated . . . . . . we are in a
really big competition within the different
companies to be able to recruit the needed
resources which we need. So, in the
future, that will be even more important
for us (interviewee #9).
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Table 6. Cont.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples
(# Interviews)

Decision-making
based on egocentrism

Decision-making within the company
is made based on individual
judgments of what is fair or right.
Individual factors such as greed,
corruption, and lack of moral values
guide individual decisions that have
implications for the organization.

6

. . . it is sort of part of every employee’s
task to take responsibility and
sustainability into account (interviewee
#3).
I think it is the view of our CEO that
everyone is responsible for developing our
operations in line with our sustainability
and corporate responsibility strategies
and he wants everyone to bear the
responsibility (interviewee #7).
. . . some employees are not, well, they are
more occupied about the short-term
savings and do not understand that this
is an investment for the future
(interviewee #4).

Lack of CSR fit,
motivation, and
commitment

Individuals within the company
believe that CSR does not fit with the
organization’s strategy and corporate
values. This results in an individual
lack of motivation for implementing
CSR as well as a lower level of
commitment towards it.

4

I think if we look at the millennial
generation and the generation after that, I
think if we look at the surveys, I mean
they are increasingly saying that they
want to work in companies that have a
very kind of clear sustainability and CSR
profile (interviewee #10).

Company’s negative
contribution to society

Individual employees perceive that
the company does not make a just
and positive contribution to society.
As a result, individuals within the
firm modify their attitude towards
the company’s CSR, resulting in their
limited involvement and support
towards it.

3

One of my colleagues said like two days
ago, that he has been working in this
company for 19 years. And 19 years ago,
when he started to work here, and when
he went to a party with his friends or
with his family, and someone asked where
are you working? He said that, well, on
the energy sector or something like that.
Because he didn’t want to start the
discussion on nuclear and the way how
we do things (interviewee #9).
. . . you should not underestimate having
a strong purpose as a company. Because
people want to support or work in
organizations that really contribute to
something good to society. People don’t
want to be part of the problem by working
somewhere that has a negative impact
(interviewee #5).

Created by the authors based on the analysis of the interviews and guided by the literature review conducted in Section 2. Notes: (1) The
number assigned to each interviewee is only used to differentiate each participant. (2) The table is organized based on the frequency with
which each barrier was mentioned and without any other consideration.

The analysis of the interviews suggests that the participants consider lack of CSR
leadership as the main barrier. In this sense, the interviewees pointed out that leadership is
a relevant element for giving the correct direction to the CSR and sustainability agenda of
the company. Accordingly, the findings suggest that participants see a link between the
company’s lack of CSR leadership, the lack of organizational support, and the general negative
attitude toward CSR within the company.

In a similar way, most of the participants explained that the effective implementation
of CSR can be limited by the lack of CSR knowledge and awareness of the employees. This
was particularly evident with participants from companies with operations in the nuclear
industry, who explained that the effective implementation of CSR depends not only on the
employee’s CSR knowledge and awareness, but also on the belief that the company is making
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a positive contribution to society. In this sense, one participant mentioned that people don’t
want to be part of the problem by working somewhere that has a negative impact (interviewee #5).

The findings suggest that decision-making based on egocentrism can hinder the effective
implementation of CSR. The interviewees explained that the ability of employees to make
decisions based on their conception of what is fair can become a limiting factor for the
effective implementation of CSR. The participants indicated that relying on each employee
to make the right choice is important for advancing the CSR and sustainability agenda of
the company, and explained that a lack of CSR fit, motivation and commitment would limit
their ability to do so.

Concerning the lack of CSR fit, motivation, and commitment, participants pointed out that
companies depend on their employees’ commitment and motivation to drive forward the
CSR and sustainability agenda of the company. Notably, the findings suggest that there is a
relation between the lack of CSR fit, motivation, and commitment and the lack of CSR knowledge
and awareness within the company, which can reflect the relevance of training the staff on
the topic. With regard to these aspects, two participants expressed the following:

“The company has to involve the personnel in the sort of idea sharing and planning
and sharing the thoughts of what kind of new opportunities we would have with our
agenda” (interviewee # 3).

“ . . . our staff members have to be really competent and knowledgeable to be able to
take care of the responsible aspects and sustainability aspects which we are responsible
for” (interviewee #9).

5.1.2. Barriers at an Organizational Level

This section considers the barriers at an organizational level as those that originate
in organizational aspects linked to corporate culture, the organizational reward system
and organizational inertia, and the interactions between the individuals within the firm.
Based on the analysis of the interviews, it was possible to identify seven barriers at the
organizational level (see Table 7): lack of flexibility and adaptability; lack of integration
of CSR to the core business; lack of organizational trust; lack of understanding of the
context; limited access to resources; misalignment of the corporate culture; and unfit
organizational structure.

Table 7. Barriers at the organization level of analysis.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples(# Interviews)

Lack of flexibility
and adaptability

The company tends to resist change.
The organization is not flexible and able to
adapt to changing circumstances.
Flexibility and adaptability is usually
limited by routines, resource limitations,
and structural power struggles within the
company.

9

We shifted our strategy a couple of years ago,
and coming from a very fossil-heavy asset
portfolio, realizing that, this is not the future
(interviewee #1).
. . . we sold off our oil and gas business, which
basically meant that we would not invest in
fossil fuels anymore . . . . It was both a
business case decision, but it was very much
also a strategic decision that goes hand in hand
with responsibility (interviewee #5).

Unfit
organizational structure

The organization has certain roles and
responsibilities, as well as patterns of
interaction between individuals and
authority levels, that can limit the
company’s capability to implement CSR.
This includes the limited capability of the
firm to establish internal structures to
ensure the compliance of CSR as the
company grows in size with new internal
departments and suppliers.

9

We have not had a sustainability department
here in the company historically. So, all the
environmental issues have been with our
quality, safety and environment department,
and the social responsibility with the CSR
department. But now we are kind of creating
this umbrella function around this
(interviewee #11).
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Table 7. Cont.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples(# Interviews)

Lack of understanding of
the context

The organization lacks the knowledge or
capacity to implement CSR with a holistic
approach that goes beyond its areas of
operation and in accordance with the
context where it operates.
The company lacks the strategic capacity
to fully understand how to implement
CSR in a way that addresses aspects
related to its supply chain, regulations,
procedures, and standards, as well as in
relation to cultural and social aspects.

8

We have been through a fairly challenging
situation during the last 15 months with the
embargo finally being lifted. That is an
example of how bad it can be when we are not,
when you don’t have the right foresight . . . we
had seen the challenges we had there, but we
underestimated how severe they were.
(interviewee #4 talking about an embargo
to one of their plants).

Limited access
to resources

The company has limited access to
resources such as financial resources,
human capital, and access to market
opportunities. This limits its ability to
implement CSR.

8

[In Rotterdam]... we have been able to recruit
the best talents, and this is not the case for
Finland, for instance. There is a limited
amount of competitors in this area, and
Finland, unfortunately, is not such an
attractive place for people from abroad to move
into. This is too far in the north (interviewee
#2).

Lack of
organizational trust

The company lacks transparency and
accountability in relation to its
procurement process, as well as with
relations with internal and external
stakeholders. As a result, there is a lack of
trust in the company to deliver what they
promise in relation to CSR.

7

Whenever other companies are not responsible,
or are not transparent, or are doing something
different from what they are saying, it’s always
also a challenge for us. Because nuclear is kind
of sensitive business, . . . and whenever there
happens something, even in another industry,
they might start thinking about that, well, they
are saying that they are doing things like that,
but how is it really in there? So, in the other
industries, they might be a challenge for us to
be responsible because then there might be
people who then wouldn’t believe us even
though that we are doing things in a
responsible way. And it comes from the
sensitivity of the whole nuclear industry
(interviewee #9).

Misalignment of the
corporate culture

The corporate culture in the company is
not aligned with its CSR. This limits the
ability of CSR to guide the identity,
purpose, and direction of the company.

6

There are some challenges with the company
culture when you are more than three
thousand people and you are present in sixteen
countries. As an international company, I do
not think we are very big, but we are very
diverse. There is heterogeneity among our staff
. . . [and] it demands continuous training and
awareness internally in the company
(interviewee #8).

Lack of integration of
CSR to the core business

CSR is not fully integrated into the core
business of the organization. This limits
the effectiveness of CSR for the company.

5

I think it is evident today, at least it is evident
to me, that unless you integrate sustainability
at the core of your business model you will not
be future-proofing your company, not setting
up for profitability in the long term, for
financial sustainability in the long term
(interviewee #6).

Created by the authors based on the analysis of the interviews and guided by literature review conducted in Section 2. Notes: (1) The
number assigned to each interviewee is only used to differentiate each participant. (2) The table is organized based on the frequency in
which each barrier was mentioned and without any other consideration.

The majority of the participants pointed out the lack of flexibility and adaptability and or-
ganizational structure and size as the main aspects that can limit the effective implementation
of CSR. Furthermore, most of the interviewees highlighted an interdependent relationship
between the unfit organizational structure and the company’s lack of flexibility and adaptability
to changing market environments. This notion was particularly evident from two perspec-
tives: (1) for companies with more than one hundred years of history; and (2) for companies
that changed from a fossil-fuel-oriented portfolio to a diversified portfolio centered on
renewable sources of energy.
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For participants from companies with a long history, the flexibility and adaptability of
their companies have been a key element in their success and the implementation of their
business strategies. In particular, interviewees expressed a clear belief that companies need
to adapt to the evolution of energy markets, and to do so, they need to update and redesign
their business models accordingly, otherwise they would fail in their responsibilities
and would remain in an organizational inertia that would limit their capabilities and
competitive edge. Perhaps the clearest example comes from one participant who mentioned
that the company has been able to test its flexibility and adaptability several times through its
history, and as a result, the company has expanded its market share and explored other
products in a diversity of sectors and industries.

The participants from companies that changed their business portfolio from the oil
and gas industries to focus on renewable sources of energy expressed that the flexibility and
adaptability of their companies was a key element in adapting their strategies to better align
with their CSR strategy. In this sense, the interviewees indicated that their business would
have been limited if it did not have the flexibility and adaptability to change.

Similarly, the participants explained that the lack of understanding of the context repre-
sents a relevant challenge for organizations with operations in international markets where
there are regulatory and cultural differences. For instance, one participant explained that
the company faced a challenging situation with one of its international operations to the
point that one of its plants underwent an embargo by the local government.

Participants also pointed out that big international companies face challenges related
to their organizational structure and size, along with the context where they operate. The
interviewees mentioned that having international operations translates into having a large
number of employees with different cultural backgrounds. In the participants’ view, having
a large organizational structure and international presence represents relevant challenges
concerning other aspects such as: having comprehensive management systems that can
follow the practices and performance across the company’s international operations; the
need to follow different national legislations and regulations, as well as international laws;
the relevance of understanding the geographical diversity of the company’s portfolio; the
large size of the company and the diversity of its employees demands constant training
and awareness across the organization; and being faced with decision-making dilemmas
when national or local legislation or regulation does not correspond to what the company
considers fair or responsible behavior.

Another relevant aspect is that the findings suggest that a significant barrier comes
from having limited access to resources. In this sense, the interviewees explained that nowa-
days investors and customers are looking for companies that are aware of their envi-
ronmental and social impact and have a clear idea of how to mitigate their risks. The
participants further explained that companies that are not aware of these aspects will not
be able to have access to better offers from investors, such as borrowing capital at lower
interest rates. Concerning access to human capital, the participants pointed out that there
is a high competition for skilled employees, which represents a significant challenge for
Nordic companies.

The lack of organizational trust was particularly highlighted by participants from com-
panies with operations in the nuclear industry. The participants explained that the nuclear
industry faces challenges concerning organizational trust that are specific to this industry,
and explained them from two main perspectives: (1) having operations in the nuclear
industry usually has political implications that depend on governmental support and
social approval; and (2) nuclear companies are sensitive to the actions and responsible
behavior of other nuclear firms around the world, which in turn might impact their social
license to operate and their organizational trust. For instance, one interviewee mentioned
the following:

“If we have an individual working on our site, for example in the control room, and
he or she does something which is against our safety requirements, it´s a hit against the
whole industry. It´s a hit against the whole company. It´s actually a hit against the nuclear
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industry worldwide. So whatever happens, for example, in Japan or the Czech Republic,
or any other country using nuclear power plants, has an influence on us” (interviewee #9).

5.1.3. Barriers at an Institutional Level

This section considers the barriers at an institutional level as those that go beyond
individual organizations and are linked to aspects at a macro level, such as standards
and regulations and mimetic organizational tendencies, as well as the belief and value
systems that prevail in the institutional context. Based on the analysis of the interviews,
it was possible to identify three barriers at the institutional level (see Table 8): cognitive;
normative, and regulatory.

Table 8. Barriers at the institutional level of analysis.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples
(# Interviews)

Normative barriers

The institutional context is greatly
influenced by the belief system and
accepted set of norms that prevails.
This can influence individual
decision-makers within the
organization, as they are exposed to
certain education and training
activities, as well as to local and
global standards based on their
networks, educational background,
and demography.
They are also influenced by operating
in a specific industry that follows
certain standards, operating
procedures, and criteria. As a result,
the normative context can negatively
influence the adoption and
implementation of CSR.

8

. . . the whole climate debate has been
very much a factor in all this too. I think
it has become more and more clear that
the world is not, and has not been on a
sustainable path by any means, and as a
company, you have a responsibility to
address that. Especially the kind of
company that we are, we have been so
much part of the problem for so many
years, so of course, it makes a lot of sense
for us to be that change that the world
needs to see (interviewee #5).
. . . we are often invited to all kinds of
events and forums for energy
sustainability and so on, and I think we
also started to realize that compared to
other companies, that we are not so
advanced when it comes to the internal
part of sustainability, such as our carbon
footprint and so on (interviewee #10).

Cognitive barriers

The institutional context where a
company operates is influenced by a
shared belief system that prevails.
This can negatively influence the
adoption and implementation of CSR
based on a common perception of
corporate behavior.

7

When being in an area where the
insufficient social structure, with low
levels of education, with lack of proper
infrastructure like clean water, sewages,
et cetera, we are certainly at risk of being
expected to pay for investments that
should certainly be the authority’s
responsibility (interviewee #4).
The public atmosphere or the climate
regarding the different energy sources
hasn’t been as open as it is currently.
And I think that kind of the
understanding of climate change and the
understanding of all of these issues is
now higher than it used to be earlier. So
now it’s also easier for us to re-frame
these things like we have now done
(interviewee #9 referring to their
operations in the nuclear industry).
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Table 8. Cont.

Barrier Description Frequency Examples
(# Interviews)

Regulatory barriers

Corporate behavior is greatly
influenced by the political context,
along with legislations and
regulations, as well as compliance
and enforcement aspects. This
influence can limit the company’s
capacity to operate in congruence
with what it considers to be
responsible, and can limit the
effective implementation of its CSR.

5

We like stability, and I mean, we don’t
work in unstable countries. I mean you
couldn’t (interviewee #1).
. . . we can’t build new water reservoirs.
That depends on several things. One
thing is that it is, on a general basis, very
difficult to get the licenses for doing it,
but the most important for us today is
that as a private company we cannot get
that license . . . But there have been
changes in the legislation so that if we
merge our reservoirs that are subject to
reversion with a public company, a
company owned by the authorities, we
can still keep our electricity
(interviewee #4).
In Finland, nuclear is completely
privately owned. So we don’t have any
subsidies from the state or we don’t a
have governmental-issued part of the
owner. And that is something which is
completely different in Finland compared
to other countries . . . . either the
government is the main owner of the
nuclear facilities or they are providing
quite a lot of subsidies on taxes or
something like that (interviewee #9).

Created by the authors based on the analysis of the interviews and guided by the literature review conducted in Section 2. Notes: (1) The
number assigned to each interviewee is only used to differentiate each participant. (2) The table is organized based on the frequency in
which each barrier was mentioned and without any other consideration.

Most participants emphasized that the European context plays a significant role in
driving the responsible behavior of energy companies operating within Europe and ex-
plained that it represents an influence of normative and regulatory character that is the result
of stringent regulatory frameworks, increased consumer awareness, and environmental
and social requirements to and from suppliers and investors. However, the participants
explained that the normative and cognitive influence found in the European context is not
common in other geographical areas, and pointed out that companies that operate in
unstable markets and unstable political situations face normative and cognitive barriers that
hinder their capacity to implement CSR. Moreover, for the participants, these uncertainties
limit the company’s ability to implement CSR and reduce their interest in operating in
certain countries, and as a result, “you avoid those countries” (interviewee #1).

In a similar way, the majority of the participants mentioned that the institutional
context where a company operates has a direct and indirect influence on its corporate
behavior. The interviewees explained this notion by pointing out that operating outside of
the Nordic and European context represents a diversity of challenges for acting in congru-
ence with what they understand as CSR. To exemplify this, the interviewees explained that
the challenges begin with aspects of cognitive nature, such as different expectations from
stakeholders and society, and are complemented with aspects of a normative character, such
as having international staff that have a diverse cultural and educational background and
that follow a diversity of religions.

Another relevant aspect brought up by the interviewees is that having a large and
international supply chain represents normative and cognitive barriers that influence the
implementation of CSR. In this sense, the participants explained that there are challenges
related to procurement aspects when the company has large supply chains that operate in
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different regulatory and cultural environments. For instance, one participant mentioned
the following:

“One very important topic in the responsible business practices is that all the com-
panies in the supply chain need to follow our code of conduct, they need to follow our
requirements for their operations” (interviewee #7).

Furthermore, the participants explained that the cognitive and normative aspects of
operating in the Nordic countries are different from other parts of the world, and pointed
out that a relevant challenge for their international operations comes from the ability to
ensure the protection of human rights and the use of sustainable processes across their sup-
ply chain. Several participants stressed that sometimes only a limited number of suppliers
can provide products and/or services that follow the standards set by the company. The
interviewees explained that this limitation represents two barriers for ensuring an effective
implementation of CSR that includes their supply chain:

(a) Sometimes the company has to pay a higher price or a premium to ensure that
its supplies come from organizations that follow the highest environmental and
social standards. As a result, paying a higher price for supplies can result in higher
operational costs for the firm.

(b) The company needs to conduct regular audits in its supply chain to ensure the
protection of human rights and the following of the highest environmental and
social standards. This represents a relevant challenge for companies that do not have
enough resources to conduct audits or do not have the organizational structure and
procedures to implement routines and controls for monitoring these aspects internally
and across the supply chain.

While the participants talked about the European and Nordic context as a whole, they
also explained that the regulatory frameworks and the political decisions in the Nordic
countries reflect specific cognitive and normative aspects that prevail in each Nordic society.
This suggests that the interviewees consider the Nordic energy sector as a specific institu-
tional context. In this sense, one participant pointed out that recent political agreements
have resulted in the lifting of taxes on nuclear and hydropower energy in Sweden. Another
participant explained that the Norwegian government now considers water reservoirs as a
national good, and as a result, private energy companies are not able to get the licenses
for additional water reservoirs needed for new hydropower projects. In this sense, one
interviewee stressed the following:

“If you look at where we are investing in renewables . . . you will find the effects of
permits, procedures, and subsidies. We will of course invest where is cheapest, easiest,
smoothest, and most efficient” (interviewee #1).

In a similar manner, participants from companies in the nuclear industry explained
that the specific cognitive and normative barriers that prevail in the countries where they
operate play a significant role in the way they approach and implement CSR. In particular,
the interviewees explained that the nuclear industry faces cognitive barriers that can trans-
late into political and regulatory limitations for their operations, which suggests that the
nuclear industry faces industry-specific barriers. This was explained by the interviewees in
the following way:

“The support of nuclear energy is growing . . . but there are then people who are
afraid of nuclear just because of the accidents that have taken place and the final disposal of
the fuel. So, there are some things that are important for people even though it is CO2-free”
(interviewee #7).

“The atmosphere in the country regarding the different electricity production is com-
pletely different, for example, in Germany, and Scandinavia. In Finland, 49% of our popula-
tion is pro-nuclear and less than 20% are against nuclear, and these are the highest rates
that we have ever had” (interviewee #9).
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6. Discussion

The aim of this research was to answer two questions: (1) Which barriers do Nordic en-
ergy companies face in the implementation of Corporate Social Responsibility? (2) How do
the barriers faced by Nordic energy companies influence the implementation of “implicit”
and “explicit” Corporate Social Responsibility?

Concerning the first question, the analysis of the findings indicates that high-level
CSR and sustainability managers from Nordic energy companies recognize a diversity of
barriers in the implementation of CSR. This is consistent with the literature on the barriers
to CSR implementation (see [8,11]) that follows the notion of institutional theory, which
explains that organizational behavior cannot be understood without considering its societal
context [79,83].

The findings are consistent with the barriers to CSR implementation identified by the
literature in three ways. First, the analysis indicates that interviewees identify barriers at the
three levels of analysis but perceive that the most significant barriers are industry-specific,
which coincides with the literature that points out industry-specific barriers (see [10,55,75]).
This was evident in the interviews with participants from companies with operations in
the nuclear industry, where industry-specific barriers were pointed out at the individual
(lack of CSR knowledge and awareness, decision-making based on egocentrism, and company’s
negative contribution to society), organizational (lack of organizational trust), and institutional
level of analysis (cognitive, normative, and regulatory barriers). Second, the findings suggest
that some barriers can be associated with the size of the company, which aligns with the
literature (see [5,6,15]). The interviewees pointed out that large and international energy
companies face barriers at the organizational (misalignment of the corporate culture and unfit
organizational structure) and institutional level (cognitive, normative, and regulatory barriers)
in a similar way as pointed out by the literature (see [5,16,82]). Third, the analysis suggests
that the company’s negative contribution to society is a relevant barrier at the individual
level for Nordic energy companies. In specific, the interviewees emphasized that the
negative perception of the company’s contribution to society can limit employee motivation
and commitment, which coincides with previous studies on the topic (see [25,59,66]) and
with the notions of the micro-foundations of CSR (see [60–62,64]). This suggests that the
micro-foundations of CSR are of relevance for preventing or limiting the barriers at the
individual level of analysis.

However, the findings differ from the literature on the barriers to CSR implementation
in two key aspects. First, the overall analysis suggests that institutional barriers play a
bigger role in the implementation of CSR by Nordic energy companies than expected
based on the literature (see [14,24]). In particular, the interviewees highlighted that Nordic
energy companies avoid having operations in energy markets that do not have stable
economies or developed regulatory frameworks because such a context can translate into
relevant barriers to their CSR implementation. This suggests that Nordic energy companies
prefer to operate within their institutional context, and avoid facing additional institutional
barriers by operating outside the Nordic context. This is consistent with the notions of
institutional theory, which indicates that organizational behavior can only be understood
taking into consideration its societal context, and that organizational behavior is constrained
by its institutional context (see [79]). However, the answers from the interviewees from
companies with operations in the nuclear industry suggest that they face institutional
barriers that are industry-specific. The findings also suggest that the involvement of
the state in the energy sector does not have any relation with the barriers to CSR, even
though it can have a direct and indirect influence on the institutional context where the
companies operate.

Second, while the literature points out barriers directly linked to the context where a
company operates, it mainly focuses on aspects that differ from the Nordic energy sector.
For instance, the literature indicates institutional barriers such as lack of governmental
support and legal infrastructure, unclear project requirements, and lack of law enforcement
and societal awareness (see [7,14,55,78]), none of which were mentioned by the participants,
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and none of which are considered common in the Nordic countries. This suggests that
Nordic energy companies face different institutional barriers than those identified in
the literature.

It is relevant to highlight that even when the specific literature on the barriers to
CSR points out that limited access to resources can be a barrier at the organizational level
(see [9,15,55]), publications grounded on environmental collaboration and social impact
suggest that it can lead to significant collaboration (see [93,94]). This is of relevance con-
sidering that the companies included in this study are some of the largest Nordic energy
companies, and as such, they can be expected to play a significant role in terms of cross-
sector collaboration.

Based on the findings, this research identified and categorized seven barriers at the
individual level of analysis, seven at the organizational level, and three at the institutional
level. This categorization provides empirical evidence of barriers that have already been
identified by the literature.

The barriers to CSR implementation have already been analyzed from different per-
spectives based on the size (e.g., [5,6]), national or regional context (e.g., [7–9]), and the
industry where the company operates (e.g., [10,11]), but it seems that only Garavan, Heraty,
Rock, and Dalton [16] have provided a holistic overview of the barriers that considers the
interrelation and interaction between them, considering three levels of analysis (individual,
organizational, and institutional).

While Garavan, Heraty, Rock, and Dalton [16] identified and categorized the barriers
at the individual, organizational, and institutional level of analysis, their research was
theoretical and focused on human resource development for conceptualizing the behav-
ioral barriers to CSR. This research differs from the work of Garavan, Heraty, Rock, and
Dalton [16] in the sense that it is based on empirical evidence to provide a closer look at
the barriers that Nordic energy companies face in the implementation of CSR to provide a
deeper understanding of the barriers and the interaction between them at an individual,
organizational, and institutional level. Beyond that, this research complements the existing
literature by identifying and categorizing the barriers based on empirical evidence, which
allowed the proposal of a model (see Figure 2) to provide a broader perspective of the
barriers to CSR in the Nordic energy sector.

The overall analysis suggests that Nordic energy companies face direct and indirect
barriers across the three levels of analysis. This is consistent, to a certain extent, with the
influence of the micro and macro-environment on CSR implementation suggested by Yuen
and Lim [10], and the CSR cultures within an organization as suggested by Duarte [78].
However, this research differs from the literature by focusing specifically on the Nordic
energy sector through an institutional approach that places corporate behavior at the center
of analysis.

This research proposes a model (see Figure 3) that depicts the direct and indirect
barriers to CSR based on empirical data from the energy sector. The model was designed
based on the following considerations:

Direct barriers are those where the company can take preventive and proactive actions to
limit its influence over the organization. This means that the company has a direct interaction
with the barriers. For example, the lack of CSR leadership can be a barrier to the effective
implementation of CSR. However, this barrier depends only on the company’s actions.

Indirect barriers are those that prevail regardless of any actions taken by the company.
This implies that the company does not have direct interaction with these barriers. For
example, legislative and regulatory frameworks where a company operates can be barriers
to the implementation of CSR. This means that these frameworks do not depend directly
on the company, even when they influence it.
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Based on these considerations, it is possible to categorize the barriers found in this
research as direct and indirect within the three levels of analysis. The analysis suggests that
there are direct barriers at the three levels of analysis, while there are indirect barriers only
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at the organizational and institutional levels (see Table 9). The analysis suggests that direct
barriers have a two-way interaction with the company, while indirect barriers only have a
one-way interaction with the organization. The categorization proposed in Table 9 indicates
that most of the barriers have direct interaction with the company, which suggests that
the majority of barriers depend on the company’s actions towards them. This means that
organizations have the potential to take preventive and proactive actions to limit the direct
barriers they face. The overall analysis suggests that the direct barriers at the individual
level of analysis, in particular those that are linked to employee’s attitude toward CSR,
could be prevented or limited with low-cost solutions involving training and education of
the staff. For instance, by improving the CSR knowledge and awareness of the employees, the
company could reduce the negative attitude toward CSR, while at the same time increasing
the motivation and commitment towards the firm’s CSR.

Table 9. Direct and indirect barriers.

Levels of Analysis Direct Barriers Indirect Barriers

Individual

• Company´s negative contribution to society
• Decision-making based on egocentrism
• Lack of CSR fit, motivation, and commitment
• Lack of CSR knowledge and awareness
• Lack of CSR leadership
• Lack of organizational support
• Negative attitude toward CSR

Organizational

• Lack of flexibility and adaptability
• Lack of integration of CSR to the core business
• Lack of organizational trust*
• Lack of understanding of the context
• Limited access to resources*
• Misalignment of the corporate culture
• Unfit organizational structure

• Limited access to resources *
• Lack of organizational trust *

Institutional • Cognitive *
• Cognitive *
• Normative
• Regulatory

Created by the authors based on the analysis of the interviews. Note: the barriers with an * can be either of a direct or indirect character,
and are specific to each company.

Concerning the second question, the overall analysis of the findings suggests that
Nordic energy companies implement CSR through an implicit or an explicit approach,
which coincides with the theoretical framework proposed by Matten and Moon [85]. The
implicit implementation of CSR was evident at the individual and organizational level of
analysis when participants pointed out that decision-makers within energy companies,
as well as people looking for jobs in the Nordic energy sector, want their organizations
to contribute positively to society and align with their values. This is consistent with the
relatively recent trend in which talented employees prefer to develop their career paths in
companies with solid CSR commitments (see [12,25,95]). As a result, it possible that this
trend can have an influence on the implicit or explicit implementation of CSR in the future.
Furthermore, the analysis of the findings suggests that the motivations for implicit CSR can
be influenced by barriers at the individual level such as decision-making based on egocentrism,
lack of CSR knowledge and awareness, and lack of CSR leadership. The explicit implementation
of CSR was mainly observed at the institutional level of analysis in companies operating
in the nuclear industry. This was evident when participants talked about the perception
of the nuclear industry and how some companies re-framed their activities based on the
public debate around nuclear energy, which raises questions regarding their environmental
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and social claims. The analysis indicates that the motivations for explicit CSR are more
evident for companies operating in the nuclear industry. This suggests that the motivations
for explicit CSR can be influenced by barriers at the institutional level of analysis, and in
particular, by cognitive barriers. While the findings suggest that the implicit implemen-
tation of CSR is present in the majority of the Nordic energy companies analyzed, they
also indicate that some energy companies are implementing CSR in an explicit manner
as a way of improving their social license to operate. Even when Matten and Moon [85]
pointed to an increasing tendency towards the explicit implementation of CSR in Europe,
the findings suggest that the expansion of explicit CSR in the Nordic energy sector has not
been as rapid as they proposed. This could be an indication that the implementation of
implicit and explicit CSR is not only influenced by factors at the institutional level, but also
by factors at the individual and organizational level, as well as by industry-specific aspects.

7. Conclusions

Energy companies face a diversity of barriers in the implementation of CSR. These
barriers can be at the individual, organizational, or institutional level, and can be of a
direct or indirect nature in their interaction with the company. While the body of literature
on CSR is vast and keeps growing, the attention on the barriers to CSR has been limited,
and the barriers for Nordic energy companies have been missing from scholarly research.
The objective of this research was fulfilled by identifying and categorizing the barriers
that Nordic energy companies face in the implementation of CSR. This research provides
an in-depth analysis of empirical data that contributes to the literature and can help
complement existing publications on the topic. Accordingly, this research can serve as a
starting reference for future studies that focus on the barriers to CSR in the energy sector.
This research is grounded on institutional theory with a focus on Nordic energy companies
to provide empirical evidence of how organizational behavior influences and is influenced
based on the societal context of its operations.

7.1. Main Contributions

The main contributions of this article are: (1) it identifies and categorizes the different
barriers that Nordic energy companies face in the implementation of CSR; (2) it defines
the barriers to CSR as direct and indirect based on their interaction with the company;
(3) it presents two models to give a broader perspective of the barriers to CSR and pro-
vides empirical evidence that helps complement the existing literature on the topic; and
(4) it contributes to the literature on CSR by focusing on the Nordic countries, a region
that has received a low level of attention by scholarly research on CSR, even though
Nordic companies are ranked at the top of business rankings and are considered leaders
in sustainability.

7.2. Implications for Theory

The theoretical contributions of empirical research come from theory testing and
refinement [96] and from providing new insights and conceptualizations to existing the-
ories [97,98]. This research contributes to two branches of CSR theory: the theoretical
framework of implicit and explicit CSR and the theoretical approach to the barriers to CSR.
By providing new insights and conceptualizations, this research helps improve the explana-
tory power of both theoretical branches. The main theoretical contributions are: (1) This
article provides new insights into the framework of “implicit” and “explicit” CSR proposed
by Matten and Moon [85]. Based on institutional theory [84,99,100], Matten and Moon [85]
suggest an increasing tendency towards the “explicit” implementation of CSR in Europe,
which can be explained by the homogenization of the institutional environment through
the standardization of practices across industries and national boundaries. While the find-
ings indicate that the “explicit” approach to CSR is present in Nordic energy companies,
they suggest that the “implicit” approach remains relevant, in particular at the individual
and organizational level of analysis. Furthermore, the findings suggest that the “explicit”
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implementation of CSR in the Nordic energy sector is evident in companies operating in
the nuclear industry with the aim of improving their social license to operate. These aspects
suggest that the “implicit” and “explicit” implementation of CSR is not only influenced by
the institutional context, but also by factors at the individual and organizational level, as
well as by industry-specific aspects. (2) This article provides new insights into the theory
on the barriers to CSR, which can help improve the understanding and better explain the
barriers as a relevant and current phenomenon. First, the identification of barriers at the
three levels of analysis (individual, organizational, and institutional) serves as a theory-
testing mechanism for previous studies (e.g., [15,55,56]). Second, this article contributes to
CSR theory by proposing a new conceptualization of the barriers by defining them as direct
and indirect based on their interaction with the company. This conceptualization can help
improve the understanding of the barriers as a relevant cross-sector phenomenon and can
serve as a starting reference for future theoretical studies on the interaction of the barriers
with the company.

7.3. Implications for Cleaner Production and Policymakers

The findings have implications for cleaner production as well as for policymakers,
governmental institutions, energy companies, and other practitioners in the energy sector
in two ways: (1) This article provides a starting reference for the identification of barriers
at the individual, organizational, and institutional level for the energy sector. This can help
practitioners identify and minimize the influence of barriers to the implementation of CSR.
Minimizing the barriers to CSR is particularly relevant considering that the energy sector is
crucial for achieving most of the SDGs. (2) This article provides a new conceptualization of
the barriers as direct and indirect based on their interaction with the company. Understand-
ing the nature of the barriers as direct and indirect can help practitioners prioritize their
efforts in dealing with such barriers. For example, the prioritization can be from a human
resource management perspective within the company, to minimize the barriers at the
individual level; from a strategic management perspective, to minimize the barriers at the
organizational level; and from a governmental and stakeholder perspective, to minimize
the barriers at the institutional level.

7.4. Limitations of the Research

The main limitations of this research come from having specific selection criteria that
centered on the largest suppliers of energy in the Nordic region, which in turn excluded
smaller firms. The study was also limited to companies with operations in the Nordic coun-
tries with CSR and/or sustainability policies available online for public access. Conducting
the research and interviews in English could also be considered a limitation if some of the
potential interviewees do not have a good command of the language. Nevertheless, the
findings represent opportunities for future research that takes a closer look at the barriers
to CSR implementation in other sectors, industries, and regions.

7.5. Future Studies

The pressing challenges to address and achieve the SDGs and complete the energy
transition towards renewable sources of energy represent opportunities for conducting
high-impact research that can advance the knowledge of the topic, and at the same time,
help managers in their decision-making processes. It is relevant to consider that the
literature focused on the barriers to CSR is limited, and the topic has not been covered
with regards to the energy sector. Beyond that, empirical research is usually limited to
specific selection criteria and needs to be updated periodically, which means that further
research focused on the Nordic energy sector as well as on other energy markets should be
conducted. With this in mind, it is possible to indicate opportunities for future research on
the topic.

To begin with, it would be of academic and managerial interest to expand the theo-
retical and empirical research to other geographical areas that are not as regulated or as
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evolved as the Nordic and European energy sectors. This would allow the uncovering of
additional barriers that energy companies face in different energy markets and different
contexts. For example, significant research opportunities could arise from focusing on
geographical areas with large populations that are expected to have a significant increase
in their energy demand per capita (e.g., some of the Asian, African, and Latin American
energy markets). It would also be of academic interest to further explore how energy
companies can reduce the influence of direct barriers that affect their implementation of
CSR. Finally, additional research is needed to understand if the indirect barriers to CSR
are a limiting factor in the transition towards renewable sources of energy, and how their
influence can be reduced.
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